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Germany was now faced with a supreme crisis,, and of such
a crisis the solution must be simple. There were really only two
courses open to the government. It could either accept its experts'
view and sue for peace at once, before all power of resistance was
broken, or it could refuse to accept that view and fight on. Both
were possible; neither was dishonourable, but either so far as
human reasoning went meant the end temporarily of Germany,
the only difference being that by the former that end might be
less tragic but was certain, by the latter it might be more tragic
but was uncertain. The ultimate judgment of history may very
possibly be that the only indication of any real statesmanship
on the part of the ruling classes was the much-maligned Wil-
helm IPs desperate original resolve to die at the head of a last
assault. But whatever the decision, ordinary common sense
indicated that what was absolutely essential was speed and
resolution. If the former course were adopted, negotiations must
be begun at once; if the latter, the army command must be
changed at once, a great appeal made to the nation, and drastic
action taken against anything that was calculated to lame the
last effort. The measure of Imperial statesmanship was that in
an ultimate crisis it was capable neither of speed nor resolution,
nor of action of any kind. It devised a method of solution almost
unique in German history; it abdicated, an abdication which was
worse than either a crime or a blunder; it was a classic exhibition
of shameless poltroonery. The excuse that by abdication they
hoped by deluding the Allies into mistaking abdication for
revolution to make the terms of inevitable surrender less harsh
than they might otherwise be only makes matters worse; it does
not make shameless poltroonery any less shameless to make it
stupid as well.
Very little else could have been expected from them. The
last Imperial government was one of officials and favourites, able
men in their way, and in administration backed by an incomparable
civil service; it possessed no statesman except its chief, who was
Ducrot. "A great nation . . . always recovers from its material ruin> but never
from moral ruin. This generation will suffer, but the next will benefit by the
honour which we shall have saved."

